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FROM THE PRINCIPAL’SDESK 

 

Greetings! 

It gives me immense pleasure to say that JPIS has started to issue 
monthly newsletter. It will present a glimpse of endeavors of 
students make at JPIS throughout the month. 

It will provide a platform for the students to exhibit their 
imaginative quest. As in this month we are celebrating 
Independence Day, Raksha Bandhan and Janmashtmi, the major 
festivals of India, you will find that how enthusiastically all the 
students celebrated these festivals. 

I also congratulate and extend my best wishes to the student’s 
teachers and parents for that remain do us board results. 

With warm regards 

                           Parul Singh 

                            (Principal) 
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         Poorvi Agarwal                                          Manvi Jain                                Deepak Yadav 

                    95.4 % Science                                       93.8 % Science                         90.06 % Science 

                          

Yashi Chaudhary                               Akshat Jain                           Kunal Gupta 

95.2% Commerce               94.6% Commerce                               88.6% commerce 
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ACHIVER'S REFLECTION 

As my class 12th result was announced recently, I scored better marks in the 

boards. This only happens because of the support of my teachers and school. I 

am really very thankful to my teachers and school for doing this hardwork. 

Without their guidance i am unable to achieve this target during this pandemic. 

I never felt alone in the school, teachers are always stand with me as my friend, 

my mentor and as my family. 

Teachers are the big part of everyones life. Without the guidance of teachers we 

never develop the better discipline and etiquette in us. They motivate us to 

make our life beautiful. A huge part of every students success goes to teachers. 
 

Sincerely, 

Manvi Jain 

Class-XII (science) 

2020-21 

 

 

 

 

It was a blissful moment when I saw my class XII result. I was very happy to see that my 

hard work was paid. 

I always be thankful to my teachers , parents and school  for standing with me all the time. 

The whole pandemic scenario was very tough but my teachers always guided me. I really 

going to miss my school days.  

 

Akshat Jain 

Class XII(Comm) 

(2020-21) 
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                        Nehal Yadav (93.8%)     Rishabh Jain (93.4%)      Vansh Gupta(92.6%) 

      

                         Shrasti Garg(92.4%)     Sakshi Garg(92.2%)       Krishna Garg(92.2%) 

                    

                     PiyushGiri(92%)                  Aanya Jain(91.6%)         Abhishek Bhati(91.4%) 

       

                      YashVardhan(91.2%)          Khushi Gaur(90.8%) 
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It is a proud moment for me as I scored 93.8% marks in CBSE Class 10th Academics. I am 

very grateful to all my Teachers for providing me their best knowledge  and especially my 

parents for supporting me throughout the session.  

According to me, Smart work is more necessary than Hardwork.We should study efficiently. 

We should prepare a proper time - schedule. 

At last, Once again I want to Thank all my teachers and parents. 

 

Sincerely  

Nehal Yadav   

X ‘A’ (2020-21) 

 
 

 

 

It was my board period , and i was preparing really hard to score good marks in it. But due to 

pandemic boards announced to cancel the exams, and it was a harsh time to deal with. But 

then we get to know that result will be preapred by the schools by considering the various 

factors. On getting the result i was happy because in such a tough situation our teachers and 

school trying to do their duty at best and working hard in making of our results.                   

Thanks to all the teachers for supporting me in a this tough situation and in achieving a good 

percentage. 

 

Sincerely 

Vansh gupta 

X ‘A’ (2020-21) 
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The stars of India’s best ever Olympic performance 

 

With Neeraj Chopra’s historic gold in men’s javelin throw, India’s medal tally at the Tokyo Olympics swelled to 

seven – the highest-ever haul for the country, beating the tally of six medals at the 2012 London Games. India won 

one gold, two silver and four bronze medals at the Tokyo Games in an impressive showing. While Chopra clinched 

India’s only gold medal at the Games, For the first time ever, India won a medal on day one of an Olympic Games. It 

came from SaikhomMirabaiChanu– who scripted a remarkable redemption from Rio 2016. With an 87 kg lift in 

the snatch, and a 115 kg lift in the clean and jerk, she made the silver medal hers. With 90 seconds left to play in his 

semifinal clash with NurislamSanayev, Ravi Kumar Dahiya trailed 2-9 and took the Silver medal to his home. Ace 

shuttlerPV Sindhu, boxer LovlinaBorgohain, wrestler BajrangPunia and the men’s hockey team all won 

bronze.  

 

 

SHIVAM BANSAL  

(PGT Business Studies)  
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Teacher Of The Month 

As it is very rightly said that work speaks harder than words. 
Our EVS PRT Mini Kukreti hence proved it again and again. 
So she is awarded as the Teacher of the month, because of her 

hard work, dedication shown not only in physical classes but 

her incomparable efforts in Virtual classes makes her Teacher 

Of Months . 

She has brilliantly blended her teaching with day to day 

activities and engaged maximum students. We hope that 

students will excel under her guidance. 

All the best. 
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Our tiny toddlers are no lesser than anyone. 

Always be eager to participate energetically  

In every activities. Here a sneak peak of their endeavours 

in online subject enrichment activities. 
 


